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1. Introduction 
 

The quantitative procedures to calculate the risk metrics 

or seismic margin for beyond design basis events regarding 

nuclear systems under external hazard events of 

earthquakes are called seismic probabilistic risk assessment 

(SPRA) (USNRC 1975, USNRC 1983, Yu et al. 1989, 

Ellingwood 1994, Vermaut et al. 1988, IAEA 1992, EPRI 

1994, Fullwood 2000, ASME/ANS 2009, ASCE 2016) or 

seismic margin assessment (SMA) (Budnitz et al. 1985, 

EPRI 1991). Specifically, USNRC proposes an SPRA 

methodology for a nuclear power plant subjected to a 

seismic external hazard. This method has been applied to 

many existing plants such as the Diablo Canyon Nuclear 

Power Plant, the Oyster Creek Unit 1 Nuclear Generating 

Station, and the Zion Nuclear Power Station (EPRI 1994). 

IAEA also explains this method in the technical guide 

(IAEA 1992). This method calculates a plant level risk 

metric using a convolution of a system level fragility curve 

combining the basic event (i.e., the basic structures and 

equipment)’s fragilities in terms of systems analysis, and a 

seismic hazard curve. The basic event’s fragility curves are 

probabilistically obtained using empirical, experimental, 

and/or numerical simulation data in the seismic hazard’s 

intensity domain. The hazard curve is probabilistically  
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estimated by identifying and integrating hazard sources, 

size, propagation characteristics, developed prediction 

model, etc. However, the current practice in SPRA has 

limitations in that it cannot cope with uncertainties of basic 

event fragilities or accommodate newly observed data. 

Since the SPRA is an integrated process that includes 

seismic hazard information, fragility data, systems analysis, 

and consequence evaluation, the SMA methodology is 

developed in order to avoid the cumbersome hazard 

analysis task. This method is intended to show the seismic 

margin over the design earthquake level to quantify the 

plant safety while the SPRA provides estimates of the 

seismic risk in terms of annual frequency of core damage, 

large radioactive material release, or adverse public health 

effects. Hence, this involves fragility analysis and systems 

analysis, except for the seismic hazard information, and 

thus it can only answer questions on how much margin 

exists above the design basis earthquake event. Further, this 

method is not yet able to handle uncertainties of the 

fragilities of basic events or newly available data for 

evaluation of the seismic margin. 

In the structural engineering area, a number of 

researchers have tried to incorporate additional data into the 

existing seismic fragility curve through a Bayesian 

inference technique. Let us consider a few representative 

examples. Gardoni et al. (2002), using extensive 

experimental data, present a Bayesian framework to 

determine the seismic fragility of reinforced concrete bridge 

components. Straub and Der Kiureghian (2008) employ the 

Bayesian inference to construct fragility curves of electrical 
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sub-station equipment using empirical observations of 

seismic performance. Koutsourelakis (2010) suggests a 

Bayesian framework to develop fragility surfaces and 

applies it to geotechnical problems. A common context in 

all of these studies is that under uncertainties of ground 

motion and structure, additional data such as analysis, 

experiment, and field information are used to construct and 

update the median seismic fragility curves. However, these 

research works are focused on a single structural system 

having only a few failure modes. This method of single 

component level updating has not yet been extended to the 

entire system level.  

The currently used methodology for a systems analysis 

at a nuclear facility is an event tree approach linked with a 

fault tree analysis. From an analysis perspective, the 

approach depends solely on the fault tree analysis for the 

modeling and assessment of system-level failures since the 

desired end event of core damage (CD) in event trees 

combined with the fault trees can be mapped into a single 

integrated fault tree and this integrated fault tree is only 

solved for obtaining the total risk of the entire system. 

Therefore, the intrinsic characteristics of the standard fault 

tree analysis include the limitations in that Aleatory and 

Epistemic uncertainties in the basic events are not explicitly 

considered and it cannot accommodate additional data in 

the fault tree formalism. 

To resolve the problems mentioned above, a few 

techniques have been attempted to integrate into current 

systems analysis, a standard fault tree (FT). The 

uncertainties of basic events in standard FT analysis have 

been addressed mainly by adopting Monte-Carlo simulation 

(Rasmussen 1975, Hakata 2007), Latin hypercube sampling 

(Ellingwood 1990, Kim et al. 2011, Kwag and Ok 2013) or 

Fuzzy set theory (Tanaka et al. 1983, Singer 1993). The 

Bayesian updating strategy has been used to attempt to fully 

accommodate newly available data at any system level of 

the FT analysis (Hamada et al. 2004, Kelly and Smith 2009, 

Kwag and Gupta 2016, 2017, Kwag 2016). However, the 

techniques used are still limited to addressing nothing but 

the risk values within the fault tree formulation, without 

taking the seismic fragilities into account. Also, the 

uncertainties considered in those studies are restricted to the 

inherent randomness.  

Under this background, a novel SMA approach 

combining FT analysis and the Bayesian inference based on 

seismic fragility data of basic events is proposed in this 

study. The proposed approach is first applied to the nuclear 

research reactor plant for seismic margin evaluation. Due to 

the inherent characteristics of the Bayesian inference, the 

proposed approach can consider uncertainties of fragilities 

of basic events and include new, additional information at 

any level of the fault tree. In addition, this method can 

identify important updated critical paths with real-time field 

or up-to-date experimental data. Finally, this method can 

solve the fundamental restrictions of the current SMA 

method, specified above, and the shortcomings of typical 

FT analysis. Besides this, this approach can be extended to 

the SPRA process if the end result of the seismic fragility is 

convoluted with the seismic hazard information. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the 

seismic fragility analysis method is recapitulated. In section 

3, the basic concepts of FT analysis and the Bayesian 

inference are introduced. The introduction of the concepts is 

limited to the aspects that are necessary in this study. In 

section 4, we describe the proposed approach. Basically, the 

current SMA procedure is integrated with the Bayesian 

inference to deal with additional observed data. Section 5 

illustrates the performance of the proposed approach when 

applied to an example of a pool-type research reactor 

system; this section also discusses important findings. For 

this, we compare the results of conventional FT analysis 

with those of the proposed method by utilizing several 

cases. Section 6 concludes with a summary and discussion. 

 

 

2. Seismic fragility analysis method 
 

Seismic fragility analysis is employed to determine the 

relationship between a specific intensity parameter such as 

the moment magnitude (Mw), the peak ground acceleration 

(PGA) or the spectral acceleration (Sa) of an earthquake and 

the corresponding probability of structural failure. 

Specifically, the seismic fragility of a structure, system, or 

component (SSC) is defined as the conditional failure 

probability to attain or exceed a specified performance 

function, G, under a given measure of the specific intensity 

parameter IP. It can be stated as  

 0 |fP P G IP 
              

(1) 

in which G is a function of the random variables 

representing the uncertainties of the material properties, 

modeling, and loading conditions of a SSC. This can be 

described in a very simple form as follows 

G C D                    (2) 

where C denotes the “capacity” of the SSC corresponding 

to the specified loading condition and D represents the 

response “demand” according to the given hazard intensity 

parameter. The capacity C is usually a representative value 

evaluated from material properties, yield stress, ultimate 

stress, etc. based on the design codes and standards. The 

response demand D is the structural responses obtained 

from the numerical models, earthquake time histories, 

damping, frequency, coupling, soil structure interaction, etc. 

from an analysis perspective or from experimental data or 

field observation. 

Various methods have been proposed for the fragility 

analysis of the SSC, especially under the seismic intensity 

of an earthquake hazard, based on empirical, experimental, 

and/or numerical simulation data (EPRI 1994, Shinozuka et 

al. 2000, Gardoni et al. 2002, Straub and Der Kiureghian 

2008, Koutsourelakis 2010, Ju et al. 2013, Balasubramanian 

et al. 2014, Kwag et al. 2014, Lee and Moon 2014, Jung 

and Ju 2015, Chen and Chen 2016, Mosleh et al. 2016, 

Kwag 2016). These can be broadly grouped according to 

the following classifications: 

(1) Factor of safety method 

(2) Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) based method  

(3) First/Second order approximation based method  

(4) Statistical inference approach  
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Most seismic fragility curves determined using these 

methods have been assumed to follow a log-normal 

cumulative distribution function. If the seismic intensity 

parameter IP is defined by PGA, then failure probability can 

be expressed as the following equation 

 
   ln ln M

f

R

a A
P PGA a



  
  

          

(3) 

where Φ[∙] is the standard normal cumulative distribution 

function; a is a specific PGA value; AM is the median 

seismic capacity; βR is the logarithmic standard deviation of 

the cumulative distribution function. In case of AM, it has 

some degree of the uncertainty typically represented by a 

lognormal distribution having median Am and logarithmic 

standard deviation βu. These two logarithmic standard 

deviations represent two types of uncertainties. βR is a 

deviation of the inherent randomness, which cannot be 

reduced by increasing knowledge, i.e., Aleatory uncertainty. 

βu is a deviation of the uncertainty which represents the lack 

of complete knowledge about the material properties, 

modelling assumption, etc., which is typically called 

Epistemic uncertainty. 

 

 
3. Basic concepts: Fault tree analysis and Bayesian 
inference 
 

3.1 Fault tree (FT) analysis 
 

A fault tree diagram is a graphical decomposition into 

intermediate events and basic events through the use of 

logical gates (AND and OR gates) for an undesirable event 

representing system failure (denoted as top event TE). The 

basic events are characterized by Boolean states that 

represent “failure” or “safe” states. The basic events are 

considered to be statistically independent. The basic events 

are connected through the logic gates to characterize the 

intermediate events. The intermediate events are also 

connected through the logic gates up to the TE. 

To begin with, a qualitative evaluation is used to develop 

the logical expression for the TE.  Boolean algebra is used 

to obtain the minimal cut-sets. The order of a minimal cut-

set is the number of basic events that contributes to the 

particular minimal cut-set. For illustration purposes, let us 

consider an example of a simple fault tree, as shown in Fig. 

1. In this figure, C1, C2, C3, and C4 represent four basic 

events. The values IE1 and IE2 are the intermediate events 

produced through the combination of the basic events by 

the logic gates. Therefore, we can write a logical expression 

for the top event as: TE = (C1∪C2)∪(C3∩C4). The 

corresponding Boolean algebra is (C1+C2)+(C3·C4) and a 

total of 3 minimal cut-sets exist, namely, C1, C2 and C3∙C4. 

The minimal cut-sets C1 and C2 are of first order and the 

minimal cut-set C3∙C4 is of second order. Finally, a 

quantitative analysis is conducted to compute the 

probability of occurrence of the TE and to determine the 

importance measure for each minimal cut -set. The 

probability of occurrence of the TE is calculated using the  

 

Fig. 1 An example of simple fault tree (FT) 

 

 

following equation 

         
1
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(4) 

where M1, M2, …, Mn represent the minimal cut-sets and n 

is the total number of minimal cut-sets. The importance 

measure (IM) analysis calculates the contribution of the 

minimal cut-sets to the occurrence of TE and accordingly 

identifies the critical scenarios/events. Methods for 

assessing the IMs are: Birnbaum, Criticality, Fussell-Vesely, 

Risk-Reduction Worth, and Risk-Achievement Worth 

measures of importance (Modarres et al. 1999). In this 

study, the importance measure of the minimal cut-set of 

Fussell-Vesely (1975) is employed according to 

   iIM F M / F M
            

(5) 

where F(M) is the total risk from all minimal cut-sets; 

F(Mi) is a risk only from the minimal cut-set Mi. These 

obtained IMs compute the overall percent contributions of 

minimal cut sets to the total risk. 

 

3.2 Bayesian inference 
 

The fragility curve calculated from Eq. (3) can change 

due to the availability of new data from empirical, 

experimental, or high fidelity simulations. Consequently, 

the fragility curve needs to be updated. The Bayesain 

theorem facilitates the incorporation of additional data d 

into the current fragility model. The “prior” fragility curve 

 ;prior

fP a θ  is updated to evaluate a “posterior” fragility 

curve  |post

fP a d  by the following equations 

     | ; |post prior

f fP a P a f d d θ θ d θ
      

(6) 

 
   

   

|
|

|

f f
f

f f d




d θ θ
θ d

d θ θ θ
          

(7) 

where θ is the parameter of the defined probabilistic 

fragility model such as AM and βR,  |f θ d  is the posterior 

joint probability density function (PDF),  |f d θ  is the 

likelihood function, and f(θ) is the prior joint PDF of the 
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parameters of the fragility model. The likelihood function is 

formulated as Eq. (8) because the performance-based risk 

assessment approach allows a representation of the data as a 

binomial event with the probability of system failure taken 

as  ;prior

f iP a θ  and the probability of non-failure as 

 1 ;prior

f iP a θ  

       
1

| ; 1 ;
i i i

k
r n ri prior prior

f i f i

i i

n
f P a P a

r





 
  

 
d θ θ θ (8) 

where d is the k
th

 number of data as formatted in 

     1 1 1

T T T

k k ka a r r n n 
 

d  with number of 

observed failure ri out of total number of events ni at a 

given a = ai; and Π is the product of all k of a = ai levels. 

For the likelihood function to incorporate the multi-level 

discrete data within a fault tree, it can be expanded to a 

binomial PDF as
 

     L f | f | 1 1 m mD d θ d θ
        

(9) 

where dm is discrete data which has same format like d at 

any level of events such as basic events, intermediate events 

or top events; θm is the parameter related to the fragility 

models in the corresponding event; m is the total number of 

data sets regarding the events; and D is the total data set 

consisting of d1 to dm. For a higher dimension problem, 

solutions of Eqs. (6) and (7) are mathematically intractable 

in most cases. Therefore, in this study, we use a Gibbs 

sampling algorithm to overcome this restriction. The 

implementation of Gibbs sampling is achieved by adopting 

the JAGS of R code (Plummer 2003). 

 

 

4. Proposed approach: FT analysis combined with 
Bayesian inference based on fragility data 
 

In the seismic probabilistic risk assessment (SPRA) and 

the seismic margin assessment (SMA) methods, fragility 

analysis is necessitated and executed for basic SSCs 

(hereafter referred to as basic events) selected after a plant 

walk-down and screening process. In order to quantify the 

representative seismic fragility of an entire system failure 

event that induces direct core damage, systems analysis 

needs to be performed by employing the event tree and fault 

tree formulation. Current systems analysis in the SMA and 

SPRA is an event tree approach linked with a fault tree 

analysis. From an analysis perspective, the approach 

depends only on the fault tree analysis for the modeling and 

assessment of system-level failures because the desired end 

event of core damage (CD) in event trees combined with the 

fault trees can be mapped into a single integrated fault tree. 

The end result of the desired risk, denoting the annual core 

damage frequency, can be obtained by integrating the 

attained system fragility curve and the seismic hazard 

information for the site of interest. However, the currently 

used fault tree based systems analysis has some limitations: 

(1) it cannot account for Aleatory and Epistemic 

uncertainties, (2) it cannot carry out the updating of 

scenarios brought about from the availability of new data, 

and (3) it cannot identify the modified critical path (i.e. the 

most vulnerable scenario). Therefore, in this section, a fault 

tree analysis combined with the Bayesian inference, which 

can consider Aleatory and Episdemic uncertainties of the 

seismic fragility data of basic events and accommodate 

newly observed data at any system level, is newly proposed. 

Specifically, each basic event’s seismic fragility curve is 

quantified by the method of chapter 2 under the assumption 

that the event conforms to the log-normal distribution. The 

parameters of the log-normal seismic fragility curve, AM 

and βR, are estimated to express the median seismic capacity 

and randomized uncertainties. To take into account the 

variation of AM due to the insufficient knowledge, βu is also 

evaluated. With the identified basic events, their fragilities, 

and relations among those, the fault tree is developed for 

the system failure event leading to core damage. Within this 

fault tree structure, AM is characterized by a log-normal 

distribution having median Am and log-standard deviation 

βu; βR is described as a uniform distribution for dealing with 

the uncertainties of each seismic fragility of basic event. 

Under the prior distributions of fragilities of basic events, 

the newly available data about any level including basic, 

intermediate, and top event fragilities in terms of the 

binomial data (r failure out of total n observance at a given 

PGA a) are incorporated into the developed fault tree 

structure through the Bayesian theorem, which is introduced 

in section 3.2. As a result, the prior distributions of all levels 

of event fragilities are updated as the posterior distributions 

based on the newly observed data. These updated results 

possibly alter the critical path and change the end result of 

the risk. Here, the uncertainties of basic event fragilities and 

the Bayesian theorem are implemented using Gibbs 

sampling of MCMC technique. Consequently, this proposed 

approach can consider the uncertainties of fragilities of 

basic events and new, additional information on any level. 

Accordingly, these characteristics can solve fundamental 

restrictions of the currently utilized method and, finally, be 

expected to allow the reflecting of continuing real-time data 

into the system risk calculation throughout the period of 

system operation. 

 

 

5. Application Example: Nuclear research reactor 
system 
 

5.1 Description of research reactor system and its 
safety functions: Pool-type research reactor 
 

A research reactor is a nuclear reactor which employs a 

neutron source in various utilizations. The utilizations 

include but are not limited to neutron scattering, neutron 

radiography, neutron activation analysis, neutron 

transforming doping, non-destructive test, irradiation test of 

materials, fuel testing for nuclear power engineering, 

production of radioisotopes, public outreach, education, etc. 

(IAEA 2001, Kwag et al. 2011, Kwag et al. 2012, Kwag et 

al. 2014,). Research reactors can be categorized into several 

types (Brynda et al. 1978). Out of these, the open pool-type 

research reactor is the most popular due to the easy 

accessibility to the reactor and primary cooling system, with  
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light water under normal pressure. So, this study is focused 

on the safety of open pool-type research reactors.  

The safety functions of research reactors to prevent core 

damage can mainly be described as: (1) controlling 

reactivity, (2) maintaining the coolant inventory, and (3) 

removing the core decay heat. The function of controlling 

reactivity is associated with the proper responses of the 

reactor protection system (RPS), the alternative protection 

system (APS), and the corresponding instrument & control 

(I&C), electrical and mechanical system. Maintaining the 

coolant inventory is determined by major structural system 

integrities and the successful function of the pool isolation 

valve. Removing the core decay heat depends on 

appropriate functions of the primary cooling system (PCS) 

and natural circulation. Therefore, a failure of the research 

reactor system that induces core damage can be defined 

based on the responses of these systems corresponding to 

reactor safety functions. 

 

5.2 Development of fault tree for research reactor 
system failure 
 

For an external hazard of seismic event, a fault tree for 

the research reactor system failure has been developed. 

Entire system failure is defined as a situation of direct core 

damage. Core damage is induced by failure of the safety 

functions mentioned above. Specifically, research reactor 

system failure can mainly come from structure failure, I&C 

system failure, beam tube rupture, coolant system failure 

and electric power failure. The structure failure consists of 

structure integrity failures of main buildings, a reactor 

structure assembly and pool operation facilities. The I&C 

system failure is caused from the RPS, APS and 

corresponding electrical system failures. Beam tube rupture  

 

 
Fig. 3 Seismic fragility curves for basic events of fault 

tree of Fig. 2 

 

 

can cause severe loss of coolant accident, which can extend 

to the core damage. Coolant system failure can result from 

malfunction of the PCS, natural circulation and reactor trip. 

Lastly, if a loss of electric power occurs, the pumps needed 

to circulate coolant come to stop and this induces damage to 

the reactor core. The detailed fault tree is illustrated in Fig. 

2; related information is represented in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2 Fault tree for failure of research reactor system leading to core damage 
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Table 1 Seismic fragility analysis results for basic events of 

fault tree of Fig. 2 

BEs SSCs Failure Mode Am (g) βr βu 

C1 Reactor Building (RB) Bending 1.70 0.29 0.24 

C2 Service Building (SB) Bending 1.90 0.29 0.21 

C3 
Reactor Structure 

Assembly (RSA) 
End fitting 2.00 0.29 0.26 

C4 Pool Platform (PP) Support plate 1.40 0.29 0.21 

C5 Pool Cover (PC) Beam 2.00 0.29 0.26 

C6 1E Cable Tray (CT) Tube bending 1.80 0.29 0.18 

C7 1E 125V DC Battery Rack frame 1.60 0.31 0.21 

C8 
1E 125V DC Distribution 

Panel 
Function 2.20 0.29 0.39 

C9 
1E 120V UPS 

Distribution Panel 
Function 2.10 0.29 0.41 

C10 
Reactor Protection System 

(RPS) cabinet 
Function 2.50 0.29 0.42 

C11 
RPS reactor trip actuation 

panel for CRDM 
Function 2.20 0.29 0.33 

C12 
RPS reactor trip actuation 

panel for SSDM 
Function 2.20 0.29 0.33 

C13 
RPS Manual Trip Safety 

Panel 
Function 3.40 0.29 0.42 

C14 
Alternative Protection 

System (APS) 
Function 2.50 0.29 0.42 

C15 
Thermal Column 

Assembly (TCA) 
Fastener 6.50 0.29 0.21 

C16 
Thermal Column Flange 

(TCF) 
Bolt 2.70 0.29 0.25 

C17 Beam Tube (BT) Tube bending 8.00 0.29 0.23 

C18 
Beam Port Housing 

(BPH) 
Housing 6.30 0.29 0.26 

C19 
Primary Cooling System 

(PCS) pump 
Base plate 2.70 0.29 0.25 

C20 PCS decay tank (DT) Skirt shell 1.50 0.29 0.27 

C21 PCS piping Weldolet 3.00 0.39 0.39 

C22 
Control Rod Drive 

Mechanism (CRDM) 
Weldment 1.60 0.29 0.26 

C23 
Second Shutdown Drive 

Mechanism (SSDM) 
Rod end 1.70 0.29 0.26 

C24 
PCS Flap Valve #1 (FV 

#1) 
Body cover 3.50 0.09 0.14 

C25 
PCS Flap Valve #2 (FV 

#2) 
Body cover 3.50 0.09 0.14 

C26 
PCS Siphon Break Valve 

#1 (SBV#1) 

Yoke leg 

bending 
1.50 0.09 0.14 

C27 
PCS Siphon Break Valve 

#2 (SBV#2) 

Yoke leg 

bending 
1.50 0.09 0.14 

C28 
480V Motor Control 

Center (MCC) 
Function 1.30 0.33 0.30 

C29 
480V Electrical Diesel 

Generator (EDG) 
Function 1.10 0.36 0.30 

 

 

5.3 Seismic fragility analysis results 
 

From the safety functions of the research reactor system 

and the fault tree formulation above, the basic events can be 

identified. Seismic fragility analyses for these basic events 

are performed using the method detailed in chapter 2. For 

the building structures, the fragility parameters are 

evaluated using the specific information of the design 

report. For the major mechanical structures and passive 

equipment, the fragility curves are obtained based on the 

original design analyses. For the electrical components and 

active equipment, analysis, testing and the combination of 

both are utilized to acquire the fragilities. All seismic 

fragility curves corresponding to the basic events of fault 

tree are obtained as log-normal distributions having 

different medians Am’s, and log-standard deviations βr’s and 

βu’s. The failure modes and fragility parameters are 

represented in Table 1. Am represents median seismic 

capacity of SSCs. The log-standard deviations βr and βu 

denote the Aleatory and Epistemic uncertainties, 

respectively. The detailed fragility curves are described in 

Fig. 3.  

 

5.4 Application of proposed approach 
 

Case 1 - Typical FT analysis and critical path: Firstly, a 

typical FT analysis is conducted. The Boolean expression 

for the system failure event S of this fault tree is as follows 

   

     

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

      15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

      28 29

S C C C C C C C C C C C C C C

C C C C C C C C C C C C C

C C

                 

               



(10)
 

The qualitative approach of FT analysis obtains total 25 

minimal cut-sets as C1, C2, C3, C4·C5, C6·C7, C8, C9, 

C10·C13·C14, C11·C13·C14, C12·C13·C14, C15, C16, 

C17, C18, C19·C22, C19·C23, C19·C24·C25·C26·C27, 

C20·C22, C20·C23, C20·C24·C25·C26·C27, C21·C22, 

C21·C23, C21·C24·C25·C26·C27, C28, and C29. For the 

quantitative approach of FT analysis considering 

uncertainties of the fragility data of Table 1, Eq. (11) is 

formulated for the distribution parameter of each basic 

event of Table 1 

 

 

 0 85 1 15

M R

M m u

R r r

Ci ~ LN A ,

~A LN A ,

~ Uniform . , .





   
       

(11)
 

where LN denotes the log-normal distribution and Uniform 

represents the uniform distribution. In this study, βR is 

assumed to follow the uniform distribution within ±15% of 

its mean value of βr. We implement quantitative FT analysis 

through the use of MCMC method (Gibbs sampling of 

JAGS in R). A total of 50,000 samples are used including 

10,000 burn-in samples. The mean results of the 

intermediate and system failure events are illustrated in Fig. 

4. The importance measures (IMs) of minimal cut-sets 

evaluated using Eq. (5) are represented in Table 4. 

Accordingly, the critical path is identified as shown in Fig. 

8. 

Case 2 - FT analysis with Bayesian inference (evidence 

in a basic event): Secondly, we apply the proposed approach 

to the fault tree shown in Fig. 2 in order to illustrate the 

concept of updating to incorporate new data in a basic 

event. Let us consider that new data is available on the 

seismic performance of the reactor building (C1). These 

data can be achieved through any of a multiple possible 

sources such as experiments, simulation studies, or even 

experience data. These are typically characterized as a type  
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Fig. 4 Seismic fragility curves for intermediate and 

system failure events of fault tree (case 1) 

 

 

of binomial data. Table 2 shows the specific data of case 2 

of this study. The values of r and n respectively denote the 

number of failures and total number of seismic events at a 

certain PGA. This additional information is incorporated 

into the fault tree by using the Bayesian inference and 

updating the prior distributions for events.  

As a result of the proposed approach, Fig. 5(a) illustrates 

the prior and posterior PDFs of AM for the fragility curve of 

C1. Fig. 5(b) shows prior and posterior fragility curves of 

C1 including a 95% confidence interval (CI). It is observed 

that the median seismic capacity Am is decreased and 

corresponding uncertainties are reduced. From these results, 

we can see that the Bayesian inference technique is quite 

instrumental in the significant reduction of the 95% CI. The 

reason that the wide CI of the prior shrinks to the narrow CI 

of the posterior is that more knowledge on C1 derived from 

the terms in Table 2 can reduce the epistemic uncertainty of 

the envisioned seismic capacity. 

Fig. 6 shows the prior and posterior fragility curves for 

intermediate and system failure events at IE1 and S, along 

with curves of C1. The additional information on C1 has 

first modified the prior distribution of C1. This updating 

results by C1 has influenced the upper level fragilities, as 

shown in Fig. 6. It is noteworthy that this updated result, 

incorporating the additional information, can never be 

discovered by conventional FT analysis. 

Case 3 - FT analysis with Bayesian inference (evidence  

 

 

Table 2 Evidence in C1 (case 2) 

 
PGA 

0.2 g 1.0 g 1.6 g 

r/n 1/30 15/30 25/30 
 

 
(a) PDF of AM for fragility curve of C1 

 
(b) Fragility curve of C1 

Fig. 5 Probability distribution of C1 with and 

without evidence (case 2) 

 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of prior and updated fragility 

curves of C1, IE1, and S events (case 2) 

 

 

in an intermediate event) and modified critical path: 

Thirdly, let us consider a case in which we have data in an 

intermediate event, unlike case 2. The newly observed data 

is available in the electrical system failure event (IE4). 

Table 3 shows the specific binomial data of case 3. In this 

case, it is expected that the new data in the intermediate 

event level can forwardly update the intermediate failure 

and system failure events above the IE4, and also inversely 

change the intermediate failure and basic failure events 

below the IE4 level. 
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Table 3 Evidence in the electrical system failure event IE4 

(case 3) 

 
PGA 

0.2 g 0.4 g 0.6 g 

r/n 5/30 14/30 18/30 

 

 
Fig. 7 Comparison of prior and updated fragility curves 

of C9 (left) and S (right) events (case 3) 

 

Table 4 Importance measure for case 1 and case 3 

Minimal Cut-Sets (MCS) 
Importance Measure (%) 

Case 1 Case 3 

C1 4.93 2.01 

C2 1.97 0.80 

C3 1.23 0.50 

C4·C5 0.15 0.06 

C6·C7 0.20 0.08 

C8 0.48 0.07 

C9 0.77 59.55 

C10·C13·C14 1.12E-09 4.56E-10 

C11·C13·C14 4.63E-09 1.89E-09 

C12·C13·C14 4.63E-09 1.89E-09 

C15 7.95E-09 3.25E-09 

C16 0.05 0.02 

C17 5.47E-11 2.24E-11 

C18 1.61E-08 6.58E-09 

C19·C22 2.37E-03 9.67E-04 

C19·C23 1.51E-03 6.19E-04 

C19·C24·C25·C26·C27 2.87E-100 1.17E-100 

C20·C22 0.62 0.25 

C20·C23 0.40 0.16 

C20·C24·C25·C26·C27 7.57E-98 3.09E-98 

C21·C22 0.02 7.63E-03 

C21·C23 0.01 4.88E-03 

C21·C24·C25·C26·C27 2.26E-99 9.26E-100 

C28 31.23 12.77 

C29 57.93 23.69 

 

 

Fig. 7 shows prior and updated fragility curves of C9 

and S events. As we can see in Fig. 7, the additional data of 

Table 3 have a huge impact on the fragility results at 

component and system levels in both directions with 

reference to the data available level. These updated results 

furthermore change the critical path compared to case 1 

which does not take the new data into account. The 

modified critical path and related IMs of the minimal cut-

sets are represented in Fig. 8 and Table 4. This updated 

critical scenario cannot be identified within the 

conventional FT analysis framework. The realistic 

information of the new data well reflecting the behavior of 

current physical system can be finally utilized for a timely 

and effective plan for mitigating system-level seismic 

vulnerability. 

Case 4 - Risk evaluation merging with seismic hazard 

information: Finally, let us investigate the change of 

system-level risk (i.e., annual core damage frequency) 

caused by the updated fragility results of case 2 and case 3 

compared to the prior fragility result of case 1. The annual 

core damage frequency can be determined through the 

convolution of system-level seismic fragility curve of core 

damage and the seismic hazard curve  

 
f

dH PGA
CDF P dPGA

dPGA
 

        

(12) 

in which CDF is the annual core damage frequency and H 

(PGA) is the mean seismic hazard curve. The seismic 

hazard curve is probabilistically obtained by identifying and 

integrating hazard sources, size, propagation characteristics, 

ground motion prediction model, etc. and finally describes 

the probability of annual exceedance (λ) in an identical 

horizontal domain of fragility curve, PGA. A detailed 

explanation and description for the probabilistic seismic 

hazard analysis are described in other publications 

(McGuire 1995, Baker 2008, Atkinson et al. 2014, Giorgio 

and Iervolino 2016, Mahmoudi et al. 2016, Mulargia et al. 

2016). Within US, the US Geological Survey (USGS: 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/products/) provides the 

seismic hazard information (e.g., PGA values corresponding 

to the mean return period T) for many places of an interest. 

Fig. 9 shows the seismic hazard maps for the US. For the 

purpose of conducting the structural risk assessment, 

Cornell et al. (2002) proposed the approximated seismic 

hazard curve equation, as follows 

  k
oH PGA k PGA             (13)  

where the terms k0 and k are constants. Therefore, based on 

the hazard information obtained from the USGS and on the 

Eq. (13), the seismic hazard curve at any site of interest in 

the US can be developed by identifying values of k0 and k 

for seismic risk calculation purposes. Note that the absolute 

values of hazard estimates presented below are not of 

particular significance in the context of the methodology 

presented in this paper. It is more than likely that extensive 

investigations are needed to arrive at actual values of hazard 

estimates at a nuclear site. Such investigations are well 

beyond the scope of study presented in this paper. 

In this study, let’s consider the three representative sites 

of Los Angeles, Memphis and Charleston to account for 

different seismic characteristics throughout the US. 

Specifically, Table 5 illustrates the specific hazard 

information having a 10 % probability of exceedance in 50 

years (λ = 0.0021, T = 475 years), a 5% probability of 
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exceedance in 50 years (λ = 0.0010, T = 975 years) and a  

 

 
(a) 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years map of PGA 

 
(b) 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years map of PGA 

Fig. 9 Seismic hazard maps for the US (Petersen et al. 

2008) 

 

 

2% probability of exceedance in 50 years (λ = 4.04e-4, T = 

2475 years); all data were obtained from the USGS. Fig. 10 

shows the seismic hazard curves for Los Angeles, Memphis, 

and Charleston evaluated from the Eq. (13) and the hazard 

information of Table 5.  

Finally, Table 6 shows the annual core damage 

frequency values of case 1, case 2 and case 3 in Los 

Angeles, Memphis and Charleston. These are estimated 

using the convolution of the fragility curve of the S event of 

each case and the seismic hazard curves from Fig. 10 

obtained using Eq. (12). The CDF increases 1.3 and 9.8 

times in Los Angeles, 1.2 and 2.8 times in Memphis, and 

 

 
Fig. 10 Seismic hazard curves for Los Angeles, Boston 

and Charleston 

 

Table 5 Seismic hazard information for Los Angeles, 

Memphis, and Charleston 

 
PGA values 

Los Angeles Memphis Charleston 

10% in 50 years 

(T = 475yr, λ = 0.0021) 
0.481 g 0.169 g 0.151 g 

5% in 50 years 

(T = 975yr, λ = 0.0010) 
0.662 g 0.333 g 0.345 g 

2% in 50 years 

(T = 2475yr, λ = 4.04e-4) 
0.935 g 0.588 g 0.719 g 

 

Table 6 Comparison of annual core damage frequency 

 
Annual core damage frequency (risk of S) 

Los Angeles Memphis Charleston 

Case 1 4.4014e-4 2.5099e-4 3.0615e-4 

Case 2 5.8605e-4 2.9147e-4 3.4815e-4 

Case 3 43.000e-4 7.1046e-4 7.2929e-4 
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1.2 and 2.4 times in Charleston due to the new information 

of case 2 and case 3. It is observed that data for Los 

Angeles, in the western US site, is more influential on the 

risk estimation than are data from Memphis and Charleston, 

which are the middle and eastern US sites under the same 

system-level fragility curve. Overall, though the degree of 

change in risks differs depending on the sites, the quantity 

of change seems noticeable everywhere. Whether or not we 

consider information brings the significant deviation to the 

CDF results. It is worthy of mention that these increased 

risks are possible to detect when we utilize the proposed 

approach. Ultimately, this information can be further 

amalgamated for effective risk management of a research 

reactor system subjected to seismic hazard. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

This study focuses on the development of a Bayesian-

based approach for seismic margin assessment of a research 

reactor system. The concept of the Bayesian inference is 

combined with a fault tree technique of current seismic 

margin assessment. Unlike the traditional fault tree analysis, 

this Bayesian inference facilitates updating of prior 

information of all events based on new information or data 

that might become available from experimental studies, 

field observations, or high fidelity simulations. This 

combined approach is successfully applied to the seismic 

capacity and risk evaluation of a pool-type research reactor 

system, and, by considering new observation, is found to 

more accurately estimate those values than is possible using 

the current practice. The primary conclusion of this study 

can be summarized as: 

• The proposed approach considers Aleatory and 

Epistemic uncertainties of basic event fragilities in the 

quantification of the seismic margin of the entire 

system. 

• Availability of new data reduces the Epistemic 

uncertainty in the corresponding fragility curve and 

changes the system-level fragility. 

• Incorporation of the Bayesian inference makes a path 

for new exploration of the modified critical scenario. 

• The proposed approach also assists in identification of 

important events that lie on an updated critical path. 

• The system-level fragility, when altered in terms of 

new evidence, changes the system-level risk quite a lot 

when integrated with the seismic hazard information. 

Therefore, these features and findings of the proposed 

approach can make feasible real-time risk analysis and 

quantification. Such analysis can finally be utilized to come 

up with an effective plan to mitigate the system-level risk. 
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